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IMR-MIP: DANSE (Distributed Data Analysis for Neutron Scattering Experiments)
Ersan Üstündag (Iowa State University) – Leader of Engineering Diffraction Sub-Project

Objective of Engineering Diffraction:

– Predict lifetime and performance of
engineering structures

Needed:

– Accurate in-situ constitutive laws:   = f( )

– Measurement of service conditions:
residual and applied stress

DANSE approach:

– Integrate diffraction data analysis with
mechanics modeling

– Perform full simulation of a diffraction
experiment

– Enable new science (e.g., complete
inverse analysis of diffraction stress
measurements: estimate of local stress
variations that influence lifetime)

– Re-define the field of diffraction stress
analysis with neutrons and X-rays

Comparison of W  Constitutive Laws
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Study of a Metallic Glass – Tungsten Composite

• First time seamless integration of neutron diffraction data, finite
element modeling and optimization analysis

• Found significant differences between as-received and in-situ
constitutive behavior of W fibers

• DANSE framework allowed easy utilization and exchange of
various software components

Overview:

Neutron diffraction is a powerful probe of the internal solid mechanics of
heterogeneous materials, giving information that underlies mechanical
properties and predictions of lifetimes of engineering structures. This work
requires an integrated approach combining diffraction experiments with
mechanics modeling, but robust integration has proved elusive to date. For the
first time, DANSE will allow a direct simulation of an engineering diffraction
experiment by combining realistic mechanics models of microstructure and
Monte Carlo simulations of engineering diffractometers. The models and
software to be developed in this project will re-define diffraction stress analysis
and open new venues of research, not only with neutrons, but also with
synchrotron radiation.

Metallic Glass – Tungsten Composite Study:

•W fibers in a bulk metallic glass (BMG) matrix

•Most successful BMG composite to date (good strength, ductility, etc.)

•Studied its deformation under compression using neutrons (on the SMARTS
diffractometer at Los Alamos) to determine the deformation mechanisms and
the in-situ constitutive laws of both phases

•Note that both W and BMG have high (average) atomic numbers; hence this
study is ideally done with neutrons

•Developed a finite element model (FEM) of the composite using the ABAQUS
software to determine the constitutive laws (note that a model is especially
needed here since BMG does not yield lattice strain data via Bragg diffraction
since it is amorphous)
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Education
• One graduate student (S.M. Motahari), one

undergraduate student (J. Jones – part of ISU Freshman
Honors Program) and two postdocts (C.C. Aydiner and
S.Y. Lee) have contributed to this project.

• C.C. Aydiner has been awarded a prestigious Director-
Funded Fellowship by Los Alamos National
Laboratory.

• In the Construction Project, several more students
(graduate and undergraduate) and postdocs will join the
Engineering Diffraction sub-project.

Outreach
• User Community – DANSE software will enhance new user

education on neutron data analysis and modeling. This will
help enlarge user community.

• Teacher Education & K-12 Outreach to Increase the User Base
for Neutron Scattering Experiments:

– Lessons developed by Engineering and Education faculty
and students

– Education graduate student – assessment, pedagogy,
alignment with standards

– Lessons used in existing pre and in-service teacher
education courses

– Lessons used in established K-12 outreach programs at ISU
and Oak Ridge

– Lessons developed, implemented, assessed and
disseminated are deliverables

– Prior work on lessons at www.eng.iastate.edu/explorer

Example lesson plan for K-12 classrooms:

mechanical properties vs. crystal structure

(internal strain) using SNS and DANSE

Crystal structure by
neutron scattering

Study of engine materials
to predict lifetimeAl Ni3

A more detailed argument:

1. Crystal structure not only influences material properties, but it also helps us
understand material deformation (if we use neutron diffraction).

2. Once we measure the internal strains with neutrons, we can than use that
information to deduce the constitutive law of that material (basically the
mathematical equation that describes its deformation). Once we have this law, we
can employ it various life prediction models.


